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Welcome
A lot of research on maintenance is being performed in the Netherlands and in
Flanders, ranging from research on wear and failure behaviour to
optimization of maintenance intervals or spare parts logistics, and from
research on power generation and distribution, to transportation, to
manufacturing equipment. We felt that we were missing the overview; your
attendance today suggests that you share that feeling.
Today, we tried to get together all the relevant groups involved in
maintenance topics.
We have two excellent plenary speakers from the Vlerick Business School and
the University of Twente to open and close the workshop and twenty speakers
in parallel sessions from seven different universities.
Since the primary aim is to know what others are doing, we decided to
schedule only two parallel streams of sessions. This should give you, and us,
the opportunity to also see presentations that you would not see at your
regular conference.
There is further ample time to discuss with colleagues you already know and
to meet new colleagues.
We hope that you will enjoy the day!

Dr. ir. Rob Basten,
Eindhoven University of
Technology

Dr. ir. Alberto Martinetti,
University of Twente

BSc, Marc Coumans,
Eindhoven University
of Technology
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Program
09.30-10.00

Entry (with coffee and tea)

10.00-10.20
10.20-11.00
11.00-11.25
11.25-12.45

Welcome by organization
Plenary session by prof. Robert Boute
Coffee and tea
Parallel Session 1
1A:
Albert Schrotenboer, Denise Tönissen, Cuong Dao & Sena
Eruguz – Colak
1B:
Nils Knofius, Bram Westerweel, Sarah van der Auweraer &
Roland van de Kerkhof
Lunch
Parallel Session 2
2A:
Alireza Alemi, Hector Hernandez Delgadillo, Annemieke
Meghoe & Axel Homborg
2B:
Michiel uit het Broek, Zhou Su, Mike Holenderski & Alp Akcay

12.45-13.30
13.30-14.50

14.50-15.15
15.15-15.55

Break with coffee, tea and soda
Parallel Session 3
3A:
Ben Vermeulen & Marielle Stoelinga
3B:
James Mutuota Wakiru & Peter Kipruto Chemweno

16.00-16.40
16.40-17.00
17.00-18.00

Plenary session by prof.dr.ir. Tiedo Tinga
Conclusion & farewell by organization
Drinks
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Plenary session speakers
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Prof. Robert Boute
Vlerick Business School
Plenary session
Condition-based Maintenance: Learnings from
Practice-based Research
Abstract
Over the past four years, we have been working with a large OEM to study the
implementation of condition-based maintenance (CBM). In this presentation we focus
on two studies that shed light on the business case of CBM: how does CBM impact
maintenance costs and inventory requirements?
First, we proposed the introduction of a hybrid opportunistic maintenance
policy, combining CBM on a few monitored components, with a block-replacement
policy on the other components. Our policy consists of two thresholds on the level of
degradation: a first ‘opportunistic’ threshold to combine maintenance of the monitored
component with maintenance on the other components; a second ‘intervention’
threshold to replace the monitored component in order to avoid failure. In addition to
the potential cost savings, this hybrid policy offers a smooth transition to implement
CBM in the current maintenance operations.
Second, we studied the impact of CBM on the inventory requirements and the
corresponding costs. Preventive policies generally increase the total spare part
demand compared to corrective maintenance, since the former do not exploit the
entire useful life of the components, which may lead to higher inventory requirements.
At the same time, preventive maintenance policies inhibit advance demand
information, as the interventions, and correspondingly the spare parts demands, are
planned in advance. By using this advance demand information in managing the spare
part inventory, the increase in inventory requirements of preventive maintenance
policies can to a large extent be offset; for CBM, we find that inventories can even be
lower compared to corrective maintenance, provided that the advance demand
information is used correctly when managing inventories. For the OEM with whom we
work, our analysis sheds light on the behaviour of the inventory related costs under
various maintenance policies.
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Prof.dr.ir. Tiedo Tinga
University of Twente
Plenary session
Predictive Maintenance: Physical Models or
Data Analytics ?
Abstract

In almost any sector of industry, implementation of smart maintenance can yield
significant cost reductions or availability improvements. One of the elements of smart
maintenance is the capability to predict upcoming failures and use that to apply just-intime maintenance. This predictive maintenance concept requires on the one hand
appropriate monitoring strategies to collect information on the loads, usage or
condition evolution of parts and systems. On the other hand, models and algorithms
are required to translate this collected data into reliable predictions of the remaining
useful life. Whereas the monitoring part is becoming more or less mature nowadays,
the big challenge is in the processing of the data to achieve proper predictions. In this
presentation, two approaches for this prognostics challenge will be discussed and
compared. The first approach is based on models describing the physical degradation
processes and the second approach is based on data analytics. The pros and cons of
both approaches will be shown and various case studies will be used to demonstrate
this, ranging from military vehicles and naval ships to wind turbines and helicopters.
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Alp Akcay
Eindhoven University of Technology
Session 2B
Optimal Inspection and Replacement Policy for
Machine Tools with Unobserved Defects
Abstract
Motivated by our collaboration with a global consumer electronics manufacturer, we
study the inspection and preventive replacement policies for the machine tools used in
a micro-manufacturing process. We refer the tool as in the normal phase since its first
installation on the machine until it becomes defective at a random time. The tool stays
operational in the defective phase for processing an additional number of products
until its failure. The failure of the tool immediately announces itself, while the defective
phase of the tool is not visible by the machine operator and it can only be detected
upon an inspection. The inspection is costly as it requires a close examination under
advanced measurement systems operated by skilled technicians. In contrary to the
common assumption of replacing the defective component immediately, it is possible
to postpone the replacement of the tool to continue working under the defective phase.
We consider a discrete-time, discrete-state, infinite-horizon, undiscounted-reward
Markov decision model to identify the optimal inspection and replacement policy that
maximizes the lifetime value of the machine tool. We analyze the structure of the
optimal inspection and replacement policy, and provide practical insights on the value
of the optimal policy.
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Alireza Alemi
Delft University of Technology
Session 2A
Railway Wheel Defect Detection Using Multiple
Sensors and Data Fusion
Abstract
Altering the maintenance strategy from predetermined to condition-based enhances
the effectiveness, efficiency and reliability of systems. Condition monitoring systems
are broadly used to estimate the health status of components for optimizing the
maintenance plan. The efficiency of condition monitoring systems is strongly
depending on the data acquired.
The interaction of a defective wheel and a healthy section of a rail, reflects the wheel
condition on the contact force. This contact force is propagated into the vehicle and
track. By measuring the rail responses such as rail strain underneath the wheel, the rail
contact strain signal can be acquired. This signal is a function of the contact force that is
generated based on the wheel condition. Installing the sensors on every wheel is
challenging from the expense, implementation and maintenance point of view.
Therefore, in-service condition monitoring of the wheels by means of rail responses is
required.
The focus of this paper is on the development of a processing method to provide the
more comprehensive data for the wheel condition estimation. In this method, an array
of sensors measures the rail response in different places. Every sensor measures a
portion of the wheel circumference. By fusing the partial information collected by
multiple sensors a pattern along the wheel circumference is generated. This pattern
provides a detailed insight about the wheel condition. This signal can be used for the
defect detection and condition estimation. The simulation results show that by a noise
free measurement the reconstruction of the wheel-rail contact signal with 90%
similarity is achievable.
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Sarah Van der Auweraer
KU Leuven
Session 1B
Forecasting Spare Parts Demand with Installed Base
Information: a Literature Review
Abstract
Service maintenance is commonly used to extend the lifetime of capital assets, such as
manufacturing equipment or heavy infrastructure. When a service part, necessary to
perform the maintenance action, is required but not immediately available, the
incurred shortage costs may be substantial. For this reason, companies keep large
stock buffers to deal with uncertain demand of these spare parts. Specialized service
parts models should therefore focus on improving the availability of parts whilst
limiting the investment in inventories.
An important characteristic of most service parts is their intermittent demand pattern,
for which specific forecasting techniques have been developed (see e.g., the review of
Boylan and Syntetos, 2010). Many of these methods, however, rely on the time series of
the historical demand and do not take into account the factors that generate the spare
part demand: the failure behaviour of the components, the maintenance policy, etc. We
refer to these factors as the Installed Base information.
In our work we provide an overview of the papers which use installed base
information for forecasting future service parts demand. Dekker et al. (2013) define
this installed base information as the information on the set of systems or products for
which a company provides after sales services. It can include the number of installed
and serviced machines (i.e. the size of the installed base), its evolution over time, the
failure behaviour of the parts, part age information, and the part replacement
probability. In addition to that, it is also possible to include information on the sudden
and scheduled service needs of the products. Because the maintenance policy in use
has an impact on the demand of spare parts, taking this information into account could
improve the predictability of service parts demand. The goal of our paper is to provide
an overview of the papers which use installed base information and link it to the
generation of spare parts demand.
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Michiel uit het Broek
University of Groningen
Session 2B
Condition-based Maintenance and Production
Planning
Abstract
Many large plants like paper mills, power plants, and refineries, commonly use socalled turnaround maintenance policies. In such policies, the entire system is shut
down for a certain period and the whole system is maintained at once. Such policies
allow for the maintenance activities to be clustered and planned long in advance,
thereby minimizing system downtime as well as logistics costs, e.g., by reducing the
need to stock many spare parts between turnarounds. However, the time between
consecutive turnarounds is often large and machines may deteriorate faster then
expected. In such situations, an interesting question is whether it can be profitable to
reduce production rates in order to avoid the need for maintenance before a
turnaround.
The current maintenance literature typically assumes that the machine always
produces at its maximum production rate and that we therefore cannot influence the
deterioration rate. However, there are many real life situations where we can adjust
production rates for machines. For example, wind turbines can decelerate by adjusting
the angle of the blades which results in lower production rates as well as reduced
deterioration rates due to less vibration and lower heat production. In this research,
we do consider the option to adjust production rates based on condition information.
We study a single unit system with condition monitoring, a finite horizon, and
maintenance is scheduled at the end of the time horizon. In such a system, the
flexibility to operate with different production rates over time is beneficial in several
scenarios. First, by setting a lower production rate we might avoid a imminent failure
which results in lower maintenance costs. Second, if the deterioration rate decreases
faster than the production rate, then we can postpone a failure which can increase the
total production of the system. We conclude that there extra flexibility can decrease
total maintenance costs while reducing the risk of a failure and improving the
productivity of the system.
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Peter Kipruto Chemweno
KU Leuven
Session 3B
A Conceptual Framework for Predictive Decision
Support in Root Cause Analysis
Abstract
This paper presents a proposed conceptual framework for adaptive learning and
predictive root cause analysis for maintenance decision support. Specifically, the
framework leverages on tools for knowledge discovery and essentially, integrates
explorative and adaptive machine learning techniques for exploring failure patterns,
and hence predicting failure associations embedded in large maintenance data. Such
maintenance data is often collected through computerized maintenance systems, or
work orders recorded in unstructured form in electronic forms such as excel
spreadsheets. Usually the maintenance data captures failure descriptions, or repair
actions performed on mechanical systems consisting of multiple interconnected parts,
where often, each part may exhibit unique failure mechanisms. Moreover, part failures
in such interconnected systems may be attributable to complex underlying failure
processes or associations which complicate the identification of focal mechanisms or
root causes of failure. The aforementioned challenges motivates the proposed
conceptual framework which consists of four phases; 1) architecture for structuring
maintenance data, 2) exploration framework which incorporates multivariate analysis,
cluster analysis, text mining, and association rule mining, 3) framework for generating
causal maps from the explored failure associations, 4) framework for adaptive learning
and predictive root cause analysis. Finally, steps for generalizing the conceptual
framework to suite varying maintenance data sets and application contexts are
proposed.
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Cuong Dao
University of Twente
Session 1A
Maintenance Clustering for Rail Track Components
under Possession Capacity Constraints
Abstract
In the Netherlands, railway transportation is highly dense and railway infrastructure
maintenance planning is crucial. The asset management company (ProRail) needs to
coordinate with railway undertakings as well as maintenance contractors in different
regions to plan any major possession. The major possessions are often scheduled at
weekends when there are less passengers to minimize disruptions to the regular train
operations. Track possessions involve high costs, and thus, maintenance and renewal
projects are clustered to reduce the total costs. This research presents an optimization
model for clustering maintenance and renewal activities for several rail-track
components when the available time for maintenance is limited. The objective is to
minimize the total cost in the planning horizon. We investigate the effects of available
possession time when scheduling maintenance activities by considering the possession
capacity constraints. During a possession, different cost factors are considered such as
the fixed possession cost, i.e. the set-up cost related to the preparation for
maintenance, the maintenance and renewal cost, i.e. the actual cost of doing
maintenance and renewal activities on the track system, and the variable socialeconomic cost related to the disruptions of the regular train operation. This study is
expected to help ProRail address the maintenance planning problems when the
available possession time for maintenance is limited.
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Sena Eruguz - Colak
Eindhoven University of Technology
Session 1A
Optimizing Maintenance and Usage Decisions for kout-of-n Systems of Moving Assets
Abstract
We consider an integrated maintenance and usage optimization problem for a k-out-ofn system pertaining to a moving asset. The k-out-of-n systems are commonly utilized in
practice to increase availability, where n states the total number of parallel and
identical units and k the least number of units required to be active for a functional
system. Moving assets such as aircrafts, ships, and submarines are subject to different
operating modes. Operating modes dictate the number of system units that are needed
to be active (i.e. k value), where the moving asset physically is, and under which
environmental conditions it operates. We use the intrinsic age concept to model the
degradation process. The intrinsic age is analogous to an intrinsic clock which ticks
differently in different operating modes. In this setting, number of active units,
degradation rates of active and stand-by units, maintenance costs, and the type of
economic dependency are functions of operating modes. In each operating mode, the
decision maker should decide on the set of units to activate (usage decision) and the set
of units to maintain (maintenance decision). In order to minimize maintenance costs,
maintenance and usage decisions should be jointly optimized. We formulate this
problem as a Markov decision process and provide some structural properties of the
optimal policy. Moreover, we assess the performance of usage policies that are
commonly implemented for marine systems. Our numerical experiments demonstrate
the cases in which joint maintenance and usage optimization is more valuable.
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Hector Hernandez Delgadillo
University of Twente
Session 2A
Development of an Inline Water Mains
Inspection Technology
Abstract
In the Netherlands the drinking water network comprises over 120,000 km of
infrastructure. Nearly 50% of the pipes is made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and just
about 30% is made of cementitious materials. The condition of the majority of these
assets remains unknown. Maintenance budget destination and decision-making on
replacement of assets is challenging without information on the condition of the
network. Inspecting the water network improves the management of assets and leads
to an efficient replacement plan of the faulty pipes. Therefore, an inspection
methodology is proposed which enables the detection and the measurement of
degradation in the water pipes.
The long term interaction of the pipes with the conveyed drinking water and
surrounding soil induces a layer of deterioration on both surfaces of cementitious
pipes. The ultrasonic signature of these layers can be determined with ultrasonic pulseecho (PE) technique. Leaching of calcium is the main degradation mechanism of
cement-based pipes. For this reason, mortar specimens were partially submerged in
Ammonium Nitrate solution at different exposure times. Four degradation depths were
induced: 2.45, 3.2, 3.8 and 5.6 [mm]. Results show that by calculating the overall speed
of sound in the material it is possible to detect degradation as small as 2.45 [mm]. This
method has enabled higher sensitivity to thin degraded layers which was still a
limitation from previous research. Furthermore, the reflected amplitude from the
water-degraded mortar interface can be used for detecting early stage degradation as
well. Moreover, the generation of images from full scan of the specimens facilitates the
detection and localization of different degradation levels.
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Mike Holenderski
Eindhoven University of Technology
Session 2B
Data-driven Failure Prediction for Manufacturing
of Electric Shavers
Abstract
The vast amount of sensor data collected in modern manufacturing processes
facilitates the development of data driven approaches for predicting machine and
product failures. They rely on machine learning techniques for identifying common
patterns in the sensor data preceding the failures, and offer an alternative to the
traditional methods which rely on the expertise of engineers familiar with the
mechanical and physical models of the analyzed system. This talk presents how such
methods could be applied for predicting failures in the manufacturing of electric
shavers.
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Axel Homborg
Netherlands Defence Academy
Session 2A
Corrosion Monitoring Based on Passive
Electrochemistry
Abstract
Corrosion of materials poses a great challenge to any asset management solution.
Mitigation of corrosion is in many cases complicated and expensive. In order to reduce
corrosion cost and to increase operational availability and system safety, a proper
understanding of this phenomenon is required. Therefore, modeling and prediction are
important. However, specific corrosion mechanisms typically occur unexpectedly. In
those cases, a monitoring solution may provide the required information.
Corrosion is in most cases an electrochemical process, involving charge transfer
between anodic and cathodic sites. This charge transfer results in fluctuations in
current and potential, determined as electrochemical noise. Many different corrosion
mechanisms exist and each one can be associated with specific characteristics in
current and potential.
The present research focuses on a passive monitoring technique that detects and
characterizes essentially those current and potential fluctuations associated with
corrosion. This enables the maintainer not only to detect corrosion occurrence, but also
its intensity and, most importantly, it facilitates distinguishing between different types
of corrosion.
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Roland van de Kerkhof
Tilburg University
Session 1B
Towards Maturity in CBM Applications: Multiple
Case Study in the Dutch Process Industry
Abstract
In this multiple case study the mechanisms are explored by which the condition
monitoring- and maintenance performance of CBM applications improves (or declines)
over time and reach maturity – a high and stable performance. By including different
condition monitoring techniques (e.g., visual inspection, manual ultrasound, on-line
vibration, SPC, and comprehensive knowledge- and data-developed models) from two
asset owners, we have been able to identify a rather uniform trajectory towards a high
and stable performance, irrespective of the condition monitoring technique applied.
In general, each CBM application went through four stages – (1) orient and develop, (2)
pilot and initialize, (3) organize, (4) execute, manage and ramp-up – in which the
stakeholders and responsibilities shift over time as the CBM application is gradually
scaled up. Each stage consists of one or multiple iterative processes and is
characterized by specific organizational challenges that have to be overcome. These
organizational challenges were not so much dependent upon the discipline or the
specific condition monitoring technique, but mainly on the organizational context and
the required (technological and organizational) changes.
The finding that the process towards CBM application maturity is quite uniform implies
that managerial guidelines can be derived, both on the CBM application level and the
organizational level. Moreover, the results of this study support in the development of
an overarching theoretical framework for the maturity of CBM applications.
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Nils Knofius
University of Twente
Session 1B
Dual Sourcing with Additive Manufacturing
Abstract
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a computer-controlled production process, in which a
complete item is build up layer by layer from basic materials. In practice 3D printing is
an established synonym for AM. Various institutions attribute AM a bright future. In
general, AM technologies are becoming faster, cheaper, safer, more reliable, and
environmentally friendly (Gibson et al., 2010). This clearly demonstrates the value to
get acquainted with the technology and its opportunities.
The low-volume, high-variety spare parts business is often identified as one of the
prime beneficiaries of AM technology. This perception stems from the believe to
substantially increase the responsiveness of spare part supply chains with AM
technology. For instance, consider the option to print spare parts on demand. In the
future, this concept may render high safety stocks and obsolescence risk a problem of
the past. Also, we may think about the option to print spare parts with multi-purpose
AM equipment close to the customer site. As a consequence, expensive emergency
shipments or decentralized stocking may not be efficient anymore to satisfy high
service level requirements.
Unfortunately, AM technology is not ready for this transition yet. Printed parts are
often less reliable and way more expensive than conventionally manufactured (CM)
parts. In our presentation, we describe what could be considered as a compromise
application. Namely, a Dual Sourcing approach which accounts for the current benefits
and drawbacks of AM technology. Therefore, we will stress required model
characteristics and outline our method. Also, we will present first results and therefore
partially answer the question under which conditions Dual Sourcing with AM may
become a viable option for spare part supply chains.
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Annemieke Meghoe
University of Twente
Session 2A
Physics Based Wear Model for Predictive
Maintenance of Rail-infrastructure
Abstract
The very first rails in the Netherlands were introduced around 1839 and since then the
maintenance time intervals are mainly based on historic data, which means that
damage prediction is not possible for time-varying loading or environmental
conditions. This can be changed by using physics based models. A physical model is
able to calculate the yet unknown future degradation if the current state of the system
is known. To achieve this, numerical or mathematical descriptions of dominant failure
mechanisms are usually used. Wear and Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) are identified as
the most dominant failure mechanism for tracks and switches which are considered to
be the most critical components in the rail-infra. To understand the governing loads of
the above mentioned failure mechanisms the concept of Railway Vehicle Dynamics and
Rolling Contact Theory are studied.
As a first case, the wear model based on Archard’s law for adhesive wear, which
indicates that the amount of wear volume loss is related to sliding distance, normal
force and hardness of material, is implemented. Typically the wear prediction
procedure then consists of three parts: (1) Multi body simulation to predict the contact
forces and contact points; (2) Local wheel-rail contact model by using Hertz theory to
determine contact conditions; (3) Local wear model e.g. by using the Archard’s law.
The output of the vehicle – track simulation serves as input for the local contact model.
The size and shape of the contact area depend on different combinations of wheel and
rail profiles. If the distribution of the size and location of the contact area on the rail are
known, the accumulated wear depth at critical points of the rail can be predicted and so
can the Remaining Useful Life (RUL). In the presentation, the structure of the model
and its separate elements will be discussed and preliminary results will be shown.
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Albert Schrotenboer
University of Groningen
Session 1A
The Technician Allocation and Routing Problem
for Offshore Wind Farms
Abstract

The total installed capacity of offshore wind is expected to increase in the coming
decades. This leads to a new scenario in which a single maintenance provider is
responsible for maintaining multiple wind farms. Such a maintenance provider usually
operates each wind farm in isolation from the other wind farms he is responsible for,
i.e, technicians are solely used for a single wind farm. Since maintenance activities
typically require differently skilled technicians, this isolated approach restricts the
efficiency of the short-term planning of maintenance activities.
We research the possibility to deploy the technicians flexibly between multiple wind
farms to increase the efficiency of the short-term maintenance planning, i.e, the
assignment and transportation of technicians to maintenance activities on a short time
horizon. The Technician Allocation and Routing Problem for Offshore Wind Farms
therefore asks to jointly determine the allocation of differently skilled technicians to
multiple wind farms and the accompanying daily vessel routes to perform the
maintenance activities.
We model this problem as a new variant of the well-known pickup and delivery
problem. A variable neighbourhood search heuristic is developed to solve this problem.
We show that the heuristic achieves high quality solutions (and often optimal
solutions) for a fixed allocation of technicians to wind farms, by comparing it with
benchmark instances from the literature. With a newly developed benchmark set,
consisting of larger instances than previously available in the literature, the relation
between technician allocation and short-term maintenance scheduling is assessed. It is
shown that the joint optimization of the technician allocation and the technician
routing increases the flexibility of the daily planning and thereby reduces the overall
maintenance costs.
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Marielle Stoelinga
University of Twente
Session 3A
Fault Maintenance Trees: Reliability Centered
Maintenance Via Statistical Model Checking
Abstract

Current trend in infrastructural asset management is towards risk-based (a.k.a. reliability
centered) maintenance, promising better performance at lower cost. By maintaining crucial
components more intensively than less important ones, dependability increases, while costs
decrease. This requires good insight in the effect of maintenance on the dependability and
their associated costs.
To gain these insights, we propose a novel framework, Fault maintenance trees
(FMTs), integrating fault tree analysis with maintenance. We support many dependability
measures, such as the system reliability and availability, as well as costs over time, split into
different cost components.
FMTs are based on fault trees (FTs), a popular method in reliability engineering. We
augment FTs in three ways:
 A new rate-dependency gate models cases where a trigger (e.g. installation failure)
causes components to fail at a higher rate.
 Maintenance models specify the effects of maintenance on components. We allow
various phases of degradation in components. Inspections take action depending on
the degradation, and repairs remove or reduce degradation.
 Costs, where consider the cost of maintenance actions, as well as the cost of
downtime and failures.
Technically, our framework is realized via statistical model checking, a state-of-the-art tool
for flexible modeling and simulation. Our compositional approach is flexible and extensible.
We apply our framework to two industrial case studies. First, we collaborated with
ProRail to analyze the electrically insulated joint, a major cause of disruptions in train
service. Our analysis points out that (1) the current maintenance policy is cost-optimal for
the current joint design, and (2) a new design developed by RailPro offers significant cost
savings.
The second case study concerns a pneumatic compressor and was provided by
NedTrain. Our analysis points out the importance of the service frequency, and that a
periodic overhaul is likely not cost-effective.
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Zhou Su
Delft University of Technology
Session 2B
Multi-Level Condition-Based Maintenance Planning
for Railway Infrastructures
Abstract
A multi-level decision making approach is developed for optimal condition-based
maintenance planning for general railway infrastructure elements like rail and ballast.
Our aim is to develop a comprehensive, systematic approach that optimizes the tradeoff between condition deterioration and maintenance cost over a long prediction
horizon (e.g. one year), and provides an efficient execution plan for each recommended
intervention. Furthermore, we exploit the opportunity of requesting longer
maintenance time slots to reduce total setup costs regarding machinery,
transportation, personnel, etc.
To achieve our aim, we adopt a multi-level decision making scheme consisting
of three levels. A scenario-based chance-constrained Model Predictive Controller
(MPC) is developed at the high level to determine the optimal long-term intervention
plan for each infrastructure component. The allocation of time slots for each suggested
intervention is determined at the middle level by optimizing the trade-off between
traffic disruption and total setup costs. An efficient execution plan for each suggested
intervention is determined at the low level by optimal grouping of basic units inside
the corresponding components, subject to the time slots determined at the middle
level.
The proposed multi-level approach is applied to the treatment of squats, with
real data from the Eindhoven-Weert line in the Dutch railway network.
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Denise Tönissen
Eindhoven University of Technology
Session 1A
Robust Maintenance Location Routing for
Rolling Stock
Abstract
Rolling stock needs regular maintenance in a maintenance facility. Rolling stock from
different fleets needs to be routed to maintenance facilities using interchanges
between train lines and possible empty drives. We consider the problem of locating
maintenance facilities in a railway network under uncertain or changing line planning,
fleet planning and other factors. These uncertainties and changes are modeled by a
discrete set of scenarios. We show that this new problem is NP-hard and provide a twostage robust programming formulation. The second stage decision is a maintenance
routing problem with similarity to a minimum cost-flow problem. We prove that the
facility location decisions remain unchanged under a simplified routing problem and
this gives rise to an efficient mixed integer programming formulation. We also provide
an efficient decomposition algorithm based on row-and-column generation that
improves the computational time and can handle larger instances due to more efficient
memory usage. Finally, we apply our algorithms to a case study at Nedtrain.
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Ben Vermeulen
Eindhoven University of Technology
Session 3A
Online, Adaptive Scheduling of Multi-component
Maintenance for Maritime Assets Under Different
Operating Modes
Abstract

In the maritime sector, vessels are typically used under different operating modes (e.g.
harbor, dry-dock, transit, mission) with different degradation rates, different
maintenance setup and downtime costs, and particular maintenance/ replacement
options. Moreover, there are positive economies in the setup costs of maintenance
activities. Ideally, the (provisional) maintenance schedule thus takes into account the
mission schedule and the clustering of maintenance activities. Given the non-convexity
of the operating-mode based cost function and the finite horizon of the mission
schedule, the extant penalty function-based rescheduling method cannot be used.
Moreover, given that we seek to schedule maintenance for dozens of components, the
straightforward dynamic programming method suffers from the curse of
dimensionality in the action space. We devised a novel scheduling method using
approximate dynamic programming featuring a two-step sample path approach
whereby we use tabu search for future maintenance moments as the look-ahead policy.
In addition to the computational challenge, asset owners have to cope with their
ignorance of the actual states of components and real-world degradation rates. Rather
than following the OEMs' hyper-conservative and hence costly maintenance/
replacement policies, we provide a general framework of how our method can be used
online, adapting the schedule to component status information obtained during
inspection or from sensor data flows. We conclude by giving a demonstration of our
proprietary software application featuring our online, adaptive maintenance
scheduling method.
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James Mutuota Wakiru
KU Leuven
Session 3B
Failure Prioritization and Maintenance Strategy
Selection: Hybrid Approach in Power Plants
Abstract

Profitability of any industrial set up relies on output and availability of the plant. Power
plants availability is affected majorly by maintenance activities and efficiency. Plant
maintenance involves dealing with failures related to various sub-systems by
addressing them with the right maintenance policy or strategy. With most power
plants relying on such classical maintenance policies as failure-based maintenance,
failures recur, causing downtime, production losses, contractual penalties and high
maintenance costs. This calls for an efficient maintenance strategy. To have efficient
maintenance strategies or policies, power plants require a systematic way of
identifying critical failure modes and attendant causes of failure, after which a
maintenance policy can accurately be selected. The main objective of the research was
to develop a comprehensive maintenance strategy targeting critical failures that are
engine related at the thermal power plant. The approach consisted of first developing a
risk-based maintenance approach that systematically identifies and prioritizes failure
modes. A root-cause analysis is applied to identify potential root cause for the
prioritized failure modes using a hybrid approach and finally, developed a maintenance
strategy to mitigate the failure modes at the power plant. Cost-based Failure Mode and
Effect Analysis (FMEA) is utilized to prioritize the critical failure modes of the plant.
From the critical failure modes, the research identified the root causes using the cause
and effect diagrams and five why approach, while the selection of the maintenance
strategy was addressed by a modified decision tree. The approach is implemented in
the empirical case of thermal power plant engine failures and identified the critical
equipment and consequently the failure modes related to the said equipment and
finally proposed maintenance strategies. The study showed that a single maintenance
policy or strategy cannot effectively address maintenance needs of a power plant and
the importance of organized maintenance data in maintenance decision support.
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Bram Westerweel
Eindhoven University of Technology
Session 1B
Traditional or Additive Manufacturing? Assessing
Component Design Options Through Lifecycle Cost Analysis
Abstract

Capital goods are complex technical systems that are essential to their users' business
processes. Examples of such systems are airplanes, trains, military weapon platforms and
semiconductor production machines. These systems are characterized by their high
lifecycle costs.
One interesting development that may reduce lifecycle costs, is the development of
additive manufacturing (AM) technology. AM offers engineers greatly improved design
freedom compared with traditional manufacturing technologies. This can offer large
benefits, for instance by reducing fuel consumption for airplanes through reduced
component weight. Furthermore, AM offers much shorter lead times, which can reduce
required spare part investments. There are, however, also drawbacks to using AM
components. The components may be more expensive to develop and to produce, and they
may also be less reliable than their regular counterparts. All these characteristics must be
taken into account when making the component design decision.
We consider a situation where an original equipment manufacturer can either
design a system component that is produced with traditional technology, or an alternative
that is produced with AM. Designing either component requires a technology specific onetime investment and the components have different characteristics, notably in terms of
production lead time, production costs and component reliability. We support the design
decision with a model that is based on evaluating the lifecycle costs of both components,
covering design costs, maintenance and downtime costs, and performance benefits. We
derive analytical properties of the required reliability and costs of the AM component such
that its lifecycle costs break even with that of its regular counterpart. In this way, we
characterize when designing an AM component is superior to designing a regularly
produced part.
Through our analysis, a numerical experiment and cases from two different
companies, we find that component reliability is crucial to the success of AM components.
Implementation of AM is currently held back by the high unit production costs, which are
primarily a result of long printing times. In the future, we expect that these times will
26
decrease significantly
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